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Brunswick Troops in North America, 1776-1783

1997

a listing of hessian soldiers who remained in america after the revolutionl

Index of Names of the Braunschweig Corps who Remained in America 1776-1783

1976

tarrago goes back to 1776 when the thirteen rebel english colonies in north america sought the help of the spanish crown a selective bibliography including

many printed primary sources as well as monographs and journal articles

Early U.S.-Hispanic Relations, 1776-1860

1994

by 1781 the sixth year of the american rebellion british strategic focus had shifted from the northern states to concentrate in the south canada s governor

frederick haldimand was responsible for the defence of the crown s largest colony against the threat of franco american invasion while assisting overall

british strategy he cleverly employed his sparse resources to vigorously raid the rebels frontiers and create anxiety disruption and deprivation as his secret

service undermined their morale with invasion rumours and threatened their union by negotiating with the independent republic of vermont to return to the

british fold haldimand flooded new york s mohawk and schoharie valleys with indian and loyalist raiders and once the danger of invasion passed he

dispatched two coordinated expeditions south one was launched onto lake champlain to alarm albany and further the secret talks with vermont the second

struck deep into enemy territory fought a battle at johnstown and retreated precipitately the rebels effectively countered both expeditions
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1978

kantor writes from the perspective of a traditional jew covering events such as the flood giving of the torah and the fall of the tower of babel placing these

within the chronology of history along with the spanish inquisition the holocaust and the founding of the state of israel

A Dirty, Trifling Piece of Business

2009-04-06

how does a popular uprising transform itself from the disorder of revolution into a legal system that carries out the daily administration required to govern

americans faced this question during the revolution as colonial legal structures collapsed under the period s disorder yet by the end of the war americans

managed to rebuild their courts and legislatures imbuing such institutions with an authority that was widely respected this remarkable transformation came

about in unexpected ways howard pashman here studies the surprising role played by property redistribution seizing it from loyalists and transferring it to

supporters of independence in the reconstruction of legal order during the revolutionary war building a revolutionary state looks closely at one state new york

to understand the broader question of how legal structures emerged from an insurgency by examining law as new yorkers experienced it in daily life during

the war pashman reconstructs a world of revolutionary law that prevailed during america s transition to independence in doing so pashman explores a

central paradox of the revolutionary era aggressive enforcement of partisan property rules actually had stabilizing effects that allowed insurgents to build

legal institutions that enjoyed popular support tracing the transformation from revolutionary disorder to legal order building a new revolutionary state gives us

a radically fresh way to understand the emergence of new states
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the makers of canada by various published by good press good press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre from well known

classics literary fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be read each good press

edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and

accessible to everyone in a high quality digital format

Catalogue University of California Press Publications 1893-1943

1944

with more than 1 300 cross referenced entries covering every aspect of the american revolution this definitive scholarly reference covers the causes course

and consequences of the war and the political social and military origins of the nation this authoritative and complete encyclopedia covers not only the eight

years of the american revolutionary war 1775 1783 but also the decades leading up to the war beginning with the french and indian war and the aftermath of

the conflict with an emphasis on the early american republic volumes one through four contain a series of overview essays on the causes course and

consequences of the american revolution followed by impeccably researched a z entries that address the full spectrum of political social and military matters

that arose from the conflict each entry is cross referenced to other entries and also lists books for further reading in addition there is a detailed bibliography

timeline and glossary a fifth volume is devoted to primary sources each of which is accompanied by an insightful introduction that places the document in its

proper historical context the primary sources help readers to understand the myriad motivations behind the american revolution the diplomatic military and

political maneuvering that took place during the conflict and landmark documents that shaped the founding and early development of the united states

Microfilm Resources for Research

1996

in 1739 major george lucas moved from antigua to charleston south carolina with his wife and two daughters soon after their arrival england declared war on

spain and he was recalled to antigua to join his regiment his wife in poor health he left his daughter eliza 17 in charge of his three plantations following his

instructions she began experimenting with plants at the family estate on wappoo creek she succeeded in growing indigo and producing a rich blue dye from
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the leaves thus bringing a profitable new cash crop to carolina planters while her accomplishments were rare for a young lady of the 18th century they were

not outside the scope of what was expected of a woman at that time this biography drawn from her surviving letters and other sources chronicles eliza

pinckney s life and explores the 18th century world she inhabited

Report to the Legislature of Massachusetts

1885

in addition to verifying as many of tremaine s original library locations as possible and identifying additional copies of the items the authors of the

supplement have added many new entries that have come to light in the last 45 years

The Jewish Time Line Encyclopedia

1993-12-01

The Magazine of American History

1881

The Magazine of American History with Notes and Queries

1881
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Index to Subjects and Corporate Names in the National Union Catalog of Manuscript Collections,
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The Makers of Canada
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Journals of the Continental Congress, 1774-1789
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Geological Survey Bulletin

1949

American Revolution [5 volumes]

2018-09-14

Subject Catalog

1981

Library of Congress Catalogs

2016-07-07
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Eliza Lucas Pinckney

1939

Investigation of Concentration of Economic Power

2001

Guide to the Records of the Judicial Department

1889

Report

1889

Report of the Secretary of State and State Librarian to the General Assembly on Ancient Court Records

1995

United States Code

1894
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The Descendants of Josiah Frost, Frostburg, Maryland
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Catalogue of the Library of the Department of Justice, to September 1, 1904
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